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This title is a part of our CasebookPlusâ„¢ offering as ISBN 9781634601610. Learn more at

CasebookPlus.com.This book is designed for a corporations or business organizations course that

introduces fundamental entity concepts in the context of legal planning challenges and through

exercises that develop analytical, problem-solving, writing, and communication skills. The book

features:   66 mini case study problems Core doctrinal concepts and contemporary issues, such as

say-on-pay, latest shareholder proposal trends, director election bylaws, JOBS Act of 2012,

advance notice bylaws (round two), and more Comprehensive discussions on a wide range of

planning challenges: choice-of entity, buy-sell agreements, employee protections, owner operational

deal points, ethical challenges, shareholder debt, securities law exemptions, structuring business

sales, director protections, controlling shareholder risks, hostile takeover bids, executive

compensation, and more Practical, understandable discussions on financial statements,

fundamental financial concepts, business entity taxation, going public realties, bonds, drafting key

organizational documents, business valuations, and more Court opinions and statutory materials

that eliminate the need for supplementary materials Business literacy discussions A companion

website that supports the book (www.drakebusinessorganizations.com) The book is supported by a

teacherâ€™s manual that provides answers to the case study problems, recaps court opinions, and

explains how the book is used in a large class (90 students) to help develop analytical, writing,

teamwork, and communication skills. A companion website provides an optional PowerPoint slide

library, sample exam questions, sample chapters and a table of contents.For more information and

additional teaching materials, visit the companion site.
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This textbook is a first edition and it's obvious. Typos, poorly organized, and incomplete problems

made my business classes more difficult than they need have been. I feel sorry for any student

whose professor uses this book. Try to get a used copy or rent it - don't pay full price, because it's

not worth it.

I'm a law student who was assigned several sections of this casebook this semester. I love the

book's concept: to organize each chapter around realistic case problems that require you to think

critically in applying the section's material. The book also has several interesting stories that add

color to the concepts, which can be dry at times. However, the author's execution is terrible. The

book is riddled with obvious typos, some that interfere with the message trying to be conveyed.

Some pages have several typos, making me wonder if anyone proof read it at all. The material is

often poorly explained, making concepts murkier than they have to be. It would take a really high

quality professor to balance out the confusion that this book creates. I understand that it's a first

edition, and that's why I tacked on an extra star, but this book has a long way to go.

Last semester I used this book for the Business Association course. This book is pretty good for me.

Maybe for a person who has never had the knowledge of business law or even business area, this

course is too hard. But if you really want to dig more in this course, this book is really a worthy

material. The case problems, although some of them were messed up, are still helpful to understand

fully of business -- corporate, finance, accounting, merger and other field, and are not so hard to

understand. If your professor knows how to use this book, than this one is awesome for you.

I sincerely believe the author is quite knowledgeable and have much practical experience. However,

he is not good at conveying his knowledge.... The chapters on tax, evaluation and M& A are nearly

unreadable......
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